Effects of practicing tandem gait with and without vibrotactile biofeedback in subjects with unilateral vestibular loss
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Abstract. Subjects with unilateral vestibular loss exhibit motor control impairments as shown by body and limb deviation during gait. Biofeedback devices have been shown to improve stance postural control, especially when sensory information is limited by environmental conditions or pathologies such as unilateral vestibular loss. However, the extent to which biofeedback could improve motor performance or learning while practicing a dynamic task such as narrow gait is still unknown. In this cross-over design study, 9 unilateral vestibular loss subjects practiced narrow gait with and without wearing a trunk-tilt, biofeedback device in 2 practice sessions. The biofeedback device informed the subjects of their medial-lateral angular tilt and tilt velocity during gait via vibration of the trunk. From motion analysis and tilt data, the performance of the subjects practicing tandem gait were compared over time with and without biofeedback.

By practicing tandem gait, subjects reduced their trunk-tilt, center of mass displacement, medial-lateral feet distance, and frequency of stepping error. In both groups, use of tactile biofeedback consistently increased postural stability during tandem gait, beyond the effects of practice alone. However, one single session of practice with biofeedback did not result in conclusive short-term after-effects consistent with short-term retention of motor performance without this additional biofeedback. Results from this study support the hypothesis that tactile biofeedback acts similar to natural sensory feedback to improve dynamic motor performance but does not facilitate a recalibration of motor performance to improve function after short-term use.
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1. Introduction

Integration of vestibular, visual, and somatosensory information is fundamental to maintain balance and to perform motor tasks [15]. When sensory information is missing, as for example in subjects with unilateral vestibular loss (UVL), postural control is impaired and subjects show an increased reliance on visual and somatosensory information [16]. UVL is often a consequence of unilateral vestibular neurectomy to remove an acoustic neuroma [19]. After the neurooma removal, subjects undergo a period during which the central nervous system relearns how to cope with mismatching sensory information from vestibular, proprioceptive, and visual senses [23]. Although subjects show improvement of balance after surgery [23], most UVL subjects, even years afterwards, continue to show balance disorders such as 1) inability to stand with eyes closed on a sway-referenced surface [31], 2) body and limb deviation toward the unaffected side with eyes closed [16,20], and 3) difficulty balancing with eyes closed.
closed a) on one foot, b) in tandem stance, and c) in tandem gait [29].

Sensory information can be augmented by using a biofeedback (BF) system [28]. BF systems have been suggested to be beneficial when aimed to improve daily living tasks such as gait [12,21]. However, most of the published studies to date have investigated the use of BF systems only during quiet and perturbed stance [7, 11,26,32,34].

BF systems for postural control aim to encode some crucial kinematic or kinetic information not normally accessible to subjects into information useful for nervous system control of the task [28]. For example, during gait, information about trunk movement in the medial-lateral plane is crucial for postural stability [37]. More specifically, tandem gait with a narrow base of support limits crucial BF information for postural instability to medial lateral trunk excursions.

Visual, acoustic, and tactile BF systems have been used successfully to improve stance balance in subjects lacking vestibular, visual, and somatosensory information [10,34,39], respectively. However, use of visual and acoustic BF systems, could partly interfere with the ability to deal with visual and acoustic information important for daily living. Thus, tactile BF may be more suitable than other BF for providing additional feedback to improve balance during daily living activities [35].

Improvements in specific motor tasks after practice with BF have been reported in many studies [9,12,17]. However, practice of a specific motor task itself stimulates brain plasticity and improves motor performance [16]. Thus, unless a control group is used to determine the extent of spontaneous learning, the effects of BF on retention of motor performance remain inconclusive [38]. Knowing the extent to which BF practice facilitates retention of postural performance improvements could help determine if BF intervention should be temporary (used only during exercise sessions) or permanent (used as a prosthesis device).

In this study, the effect of augmented medial-lateral trunk tilt information via tactile BF during repetition of a tandem gait task was assessed in subjects with UVL. A cross-over design was used to limit order effects when examining short term retention after practicing tandem gait with and without trunk tilt BF.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Nine UVL subjects (5 males and 4 females, age: 49 ± 11yrs, height: 172 ± 10 cm, and weight: 89 ± 21kg) participated in this experiment after signing an informed consent. This informed consent was approved by the academic, ethics committee to guarantee the subjects’ rights according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects were free from orthopedic and neurological diseases or disorders, except for the total unilateral loss on either the left (6 subjects) or the right (3 subjects) side. All subjects presented a complete unilateral loss of vestibular function based on operative procedures, reports, or 100% asymmetries on recent caloric tests. VOR rotation test data were obtained in 7 of the 9 subjects. Six of the 7 subjects with VOR data had extensive tests including standard clinical rotation tests of horizontal VOR consisting of sinusoidal rotations at 0.05, 0.2, and 0.8 Hz with 60°/s peak velocity. The results from the 0.05 Hz sinusoidal rotation test are most informative about the status of unilateral vestibular loss since previous studies have shown that an abnormal VOR phase advance at low frequencies is correlated with a large partial or total unilateral loss [14]. All six subjects showed greater than normal phase leads at 0.05 Hz (mean phase lead = 21.1 ± 3.7°; normal phase 10.5 ± 4.8° SD [24]). None of the VOR bias (average slow phase eye velocity) or VOR gain asymmetry (comparison of VOR gains during rotations to the right and left) measures for these 6 subjects were outside of normal limits at 0.05 Hz. The seventh subject had only experimental VOR rotation tests, but these tests included eye movement recordings made in the dark with no motion. There was no significant spontaneous nystagmus recorded at rest in the dark consistent with good compensation for unilateral vestibular loss. Subjects’ demographics and pathologies are shown in Table 1.

As part of the cross-over experimental design, the subjects were divided into two groups such that the differences between averaged ages, heights, and weights in the two groups were not statistically significant (p < 0.05) when compared with a 2-tailed t-test.

2.2. Apparatus

During the experiments, the subjects were asked to tandem-walk heel to toe, on a firm surface while a commercial metronome was set to “beep” at 30 beats per minute (0.5 Hz). Since gait velocity can affect postural stability, subjects were asked to take one step for each beep to assure consistent cadence. Kinematics measures were acquired using a Motion Analysis system with 8 Falcon cameras (Santa Rosa, CA). A symmetric set of 20 markers was used (Fig. 1). The markers were fixed on the following anthropometric landmark:
Table 1

Subject characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Years post-surgery</th>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>Side affected</th>
<th>Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Temporal bone fracture</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ac. Neuroma</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. 3D reconstruction of the experimental set-up. Markers from Motion Analysis are represented as black spheres. Trace of the center-of-mass, calculated from the Motion Analysis data and the subject’s anthropometric measures, is also represented.

ectoorbitale, tragion, acromion, radiale, stylión, great trochanter, tibia, lateral malleolus, fifth metatarsal, and hallux of each side of the subject. During all trials, the subjects were wearing a vibrotactile BF system [35] consisting of a vest with 4 columns of tactors (3 tactors per column; Audiological Engineering, Somerville, MA, USA) and a one-axis tilt sensor unit (Draper Laboratory, Cambridge MA, USA). The vest was placed around the trunk of the subject with an elastic girdle so that 2 columns of tactors were in contact with the left side of the subject’s trunk and the other 2 columns in contact with the right side of the subject’s trunk. The sensor unit was aligned so that it could sense the subject’s medial-lateral (ML), trunk tilt. The sensor unit consisted of a rate gyroscope and a linear accelerometer. A specially developed algorithm combined these two inputs to produce an estimate of the subject’s orientation to the vertical that was accurate to within 0.2 degree. In particular, the angular velocity sensed by the gyroscope was high-pass filtered, integrated, and then summed to the low-pass filtered acceleration sensed by the accelerometer. High pass and low pass filtering used a 0.03 Hz cut-off frequency and were implemented with matching digital filters so that the phase relationships were preserved [36]. Before each experimental trial, the software allowed the experimenter to “zero” the instrumentation while the subject stood quietly in a vertical position. The sensor unit was mounted on the right side of the subjects at L5 level using a Velcro™ belt. This position was preferred because it is close to the center of mass (COM) and minimally affected by artifacts such as breathing and heart beat. A computer (Macintosh Powerbook G3) was used to activate the tactors on the vest de-
pendiing on the subject’s ML, trunk tilt detected by the sensor unit. The tactors on each side were activated in pairs using a step-wise scheme depending on a combination of angular tilt and angular tilt velocity [25]. Under static conditions (zero velocity), the lowest pair was activated when the sum of the measured tilt and one half of the measured tilt velocity exceeded a 2 degrees “dead-zone”, switching to the middle pair at 7 degrees and to the highest pair when exceeding 12 degrees (Fig. 2). Under non-static conditions (non-zero velocity) the same thresholds were used to activate the tactors depending on the combination of tilt and velocity [25]. During the experiment, all subjects wore exactly the same type of polyester T-shirt so that the intensity of the vibration was as similar as possible for each subject. Data were acquired with a sampling frequency of 120-Hz from the tilt sensor and 60-Hz from the Motion Analysis system.

2.3. Procedure

Tandem gait task was chosen because it was difficult enough to measure an effect of learning on postural stability across many trials in UVL subjects. The nature of this task, with a narrow base of support, also allowed us to limit the biofeedback to the medial-lateral plane. Also, subjects were asked to keep their arms crossed so that stability was maintained with trunk and leg motions. Crossing the arms also prevented subjects from obscuring the reflective hip markers for kinematics measurement of the body COM. In addition, this tandem gait task is relevant and practical as it is difficult, but not impossible for patients with unilateral vestibular loss. In fact, it is quite common for vestibular loss. In fact, it is quite common for vestibular rehabilitation to include tandem walking with eyes open and then with eyes closed, if possible, to help improve balance in patients with unilateral vestibular loss [13].

Before starting the data collection, all UVL subjects learned how to perform tandem gait safely and correctly during a 5- to 10-min-long training period. During this training, all UVL subjects gradually learned how to take one step for each beat from the metronome while keeping their eyes closed and arms crossed. Specifically, subjects started practicing with eyes open then with eyes closed without the metronome, and finally with eyes closed and the metronome. During the training, the experimenter provided verbal cues to help subjects understand the goals of the task. All subjects, at first, were very skeptical about their ability to tandem walk with eyes closed. However, after this very short train-
Fig. 2. Qualitative effect of trunk tilt on tactors activation in static (zero velocity) conditions. Circles on the left and right side of the human figure indicate the tactors. Dark-filled circles indicate tactors on, empty circles indicate tactors off.

The ML standard deviation (SD) of the COM was calculated for each trial and used as an indicator of subjects’ ML postural stability. The SD of ML trunk tilt from the BF system sensor unit was calculated for each trial and used as an indicator of subjects’ ability to use the BF to increase trunk stability. In addition, the mean frequency error (i.e. the difference between the subjects’ actual frequency of stepping and 0.5 Hz) was calculated for each trial as well as the mean across steps of the feet ML distances between the feet (step width) during the double-stance phases. This mean ML step width and the mean frequency error were used as an indicator of the accuracy of the subjects’ performance of tandem-walking. All parameters were averaged across the two cross-over groups to minimize the influence of possible order effect.

Linear regressions were used to determine the statistical significance of changes in the across-practice trials. Simple paired t-tests were also used to determine any significant short-term retention effects in terms of the percentage change of the parameters before and after each practice sessions (with and without BF). The parameters were considered independent for statistical purposes since they were obtained from independent measures, as a consequence Bonferroni correction was used only when paired t-tests were repeatedly applied to the same set of parameters. T-tests also verified that the percentage change of each parameter across the two sessions of the experiment was not statistically significantly different between the two groups; in other words, that the change in parameters across the first and last trials were not significantly different across subjects. Finally, ANCOVA was used to verify whether the different parameters trends over time were significantly different between trials with and without BF.

3. Results

3.1. Initial tandem gait training

Training was necessary for subjects to learn how to perform tandem gait. At the very beginning of the training period subjects: 1) had difficulty maintaining balance and made large trunk movements flexing profusely at the hips, 2) were not able to take more than one step without support from the attendant, 3) tried to compensate their inability of narrowing their base of support by rotating their feet inward. In the rest of the training, subjects gradually learned to 1) reduce the flexion at the hip, 2) not rely on the attendant’s support, and 3) place the feet in tandem position without feet rotation.

3.2. Beginning of tandem gait experiment

Even after training, tandem gait proved to be a very challenging task for our UVL subjects’ stability. In fact, in the first trial of the experiment, just after the preparatory training, subjects showed 1) a large medial-lateral trunk movements (average COM SD was 68.8 mm and trunk tilt SD was 5.5 degrees), 2) a large base of support (average ML feet distance was 67.1 mm), and 3) a large variability in stepping time (average frequency error was 0.22 Hz). However, no significant difference ($p<0.05$) was found between the side of the vestibular lesion and the contralateral side in terms of lateral trunk movement or foot-stepping and -placement.

3.3. Immediate effects of BF

All subjects in both groups improved their stability as soon as the BF device was turned on. Specifically, in the first three trials with BF, COM SD was significantly reduced by 3.8%, trunk tilt SD by 17.8%, and ML step width by 20% compared to the previous three trials without BF. Frequency error was the only parameter that increased (by 34.5%) when BF was turned on. Figure 3 shows raw data of COM displacement and trunk tilt from one representative subject with and without BF. Note the decrease in variability and amplitude of COM displacement and trunk tilt occurring with BF.
Table 2
Parameter at the very beginning (before the first practice session) and at the very end (after the second practice session). Each value corresponds to the average of three trials (1–3 and 28–30 for Beginning and End, respectively)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject #</th>
<th>COM SD [mm]</th>
<th>Tilt SD [degree]</th>
<th>ML Feet Distance [mm]</th>
<th>Freq. Error [Hz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>44.89</td>
<td>39.65</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57.01</td>
<td>53.48</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>83.06</td>
<td>35.85</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>51.45</td>
<td>28.31</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65.67</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>73.03</td>
<td>62.25</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>27.59</td>
<td>27.23</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>41.09</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>49.27</td>
<td>35.85</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>55.5 (16.5)</td>
<td>37.9 (12.9)</td>
<td>4.52 (1.58)</td>
<td>3.14 (1.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Panel A shows the immediate effect of BF on lateral trunk tilt and COM displacement from one representative subject. Panel B shows the effect of learning during one experimental session on lateral trunk tilt and COM displacement from one representative subject without BF.

3.4. Effects of practicing tandem gait

During the experiment, all subjects improved their stability with repetition of tandem gait trials; COM SD, trunk tilt SD, ML step width, and frequency error were significantly lower for all subjects in the three trials recorded at the end of the two practice sessions compared to the three trials recorded before the two practice sessions (average values are reported in Table 2). Figure 3B shows some raw data of COM displacement and trunk tilt from one representative subject in the first and last trial of the first experimental sessions. Note the decrease in variability and amplitude of trunk tilt and COM displacement occurring with practice.

3.5. Effects of practicing tandem gait in the session without BF

The subjects’ COM SD significantly decreased over the course of the session without BF (Fig. 4A). The regression slope was negative and differed significantly from zero (p < 0.05), and the linear regression accounted for 70% of the variance. The subjects’ SD of trunk tilt also showed significant reduction while practicing without BF (Fig. 4B). The slope of the linear regression of the trunk tilt SD values across trials was negative and was significantly different from zero (p < 0.05), and the linear regression accounted for 60% of the total variation. Subjects’ ML step width (Fig. 4C) also significantly decreased over time while practicing tandem gait without BF, with 60% of the variance accounted for by the linear regression. The subjects’ stepping frequency error, however, did not significantly change across trials by practicing tandem gait without BF (p > 0.05; Fig. 4D).

3.6. Effects of practicing tandem gait in the session with BF

During the session with BF, subjects received vibration 65% of the time. During this time, the first level of vibration (2-degree threshold) was reached 80% of the time, the second (7-degree threshold) 15% of the time, and the third (12-degree) threshold 5% of the time.
Table 3
Short-term retention after practicing tandem gait without and with BF. Each value represents the percentage change occurred between before and after each practice session (i.e. the percentage difference between trials 1–3 and 28–30)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject #</th>
<th>COM SD % Without</th>
<th>With</th>
<th>Tilt SD % Without</th>
<th>With</th>
<th>ML Feet Distance % Without</th>
<th>With</th>
<th>Freq. Error % Without</th>
<th>With</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>−4.40</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>−37.34</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>−13.74</td>
<td>86.94</td>
<td>−78.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>−18.65</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>−22.31</td>
<td>67.03</td>
<td>−25.12</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>−71.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>−9.06</td>
<td>−44.51</td>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>−64.48</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>−91.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>−32.99</td>
<td>−23.08</td>
<td>−61.07</td>
<td>−26.22</td>
<td>−41.76</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>−64.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>−16.40</td>
<td>−39.05</td>
<td>−44.65</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>−61.57</td>
<td>−11.40</td>
<td>−98.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>−7.24</td>
<td>−19.86</td>
<td>−31.83</td>
<td>15.83</td>
<td>−23.38</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>−49.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>−15.21</td>
<td>−1.27</td>
<td>−22.85</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>−11.57</td>
<td>−6.32</td>
<td>−84.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>−4.03</td>
<td>−14.20</td>
<td>−23.70</td>
<td>−1.19</td>
<td>−25.86</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>87.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>−2.31</td>
<td>−9.80</td>
<td>−12.02</td>
<td>−31.44</td>
<td>−3.27</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>−41.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean (SD) −10.9 (10.9)* −10.2 (16.6)* −33.4 (15.0)* 0.5 (30.1) −33.5 (21.1)* 1.7 (10.4) −55.7 (57.0)* −40.0 (48.5)*

*Indicate statistical significance of the overall mean percentage change.

During the session with BF, subjects consistently exhibited a smaller trunk COM SD, trunk tilt SD, and ML step width than in the session without BF ($p < 0.05$; Fig. 4A–C). Although the linear regression slope was negative for these three parameters, the statistical analysis showed that the regression slope was not significantly different from zero. The variance accounted for by the linear regression was 17% for COM SD, 30% for trunk tilt SD, and 6% for ML step width. In contrast, the step frequency error did improve with practice (regression slope negative and significantly different from zero, $p < 0.01$). The variance accounted for by the linear regression was 75% for step frequency error. ANCOVA verified that regression lines with and without BF were not significantly different for trunk tilt SD, COM SD and ML step width but were significantly different for frequency error. Even if a significant difference could always be found for at least one of the parameters
between trials with and without biofeedback, both practice with and without BF reduced the tilt and COM SD. Thus, after 21 practice trials without BF, the lateral tilt SD was not statistically different from the first trials with BF and after 24 practice trials without BF, the lateral COM SD was not significantly different from the first trials with BF.

3.7. Short-term retention effect of practicing tandem gait

Short-term retention, i.e. the difference between the performances at the beginning and at the end of each session, was higher after practicing without BF than after practicing with BF. Table 3 reports the percentage changes between the averages of the first and last three trials of each session for each parameter. Practicing without BF significantly reduced trunk COM SD, trunk tilt SD, ML step width, and step frequency error in performing tandem gait (Table 3). Practicing with BF, only frequency error showed significantly further improvements (Table 3). COM displacement SD decreased for most of the subjects after practicing with BF, however this change was not significant ($p = 0.08$; Table 3).

4. Discussion

4.1. Motor learning during tandem gait practice

After practicing tandem gait, all UVL subjects improved their performance in terms of postural stability and stepping accuracy. These improvements included 1) an increased ML stability, shown by the reduction of the trunk tilt and COM SD; and 2) a higher accuracy in maintaining the tandem position of the feet while walking, shown by the reduction of the mean ML step width, as well as a higher accuracy in stepping to the metronome rhythm. These results suggest that with practice, subjects with UVL can learn to better control their posture during a complex task such as tandem gait. In fact, the lower mean step width represents reduced lateral stepping deviation, which is a typical clinical syndrome of ataxic UVL subjects [5,29]. This improved tandem stepping performance may be due to reduced vestibular-somatosensory conflict and/or increased gain of the proprioceptive postural loop [1] or to improved feedforward control of the complex multi-segmental task [4].

4.2. Practice sessions with and without BF

The cross-over design adopted for this experiment cancelled the potential effects of session order by averaging across sessions (with and without BF). In other words, the results reported in Fig. 4 were not influenced by the order effect of trials with and without BF so that the effect of any learning, that occurred with task repetition, was equally divided between the 2 sessions. A few previous studies of the effects of BF on postural control did not control for such a practice effect and attributed all of the improvement in performance to effects of BF [11,32].

During trials with BF, all subjects consistently achieved better performance than in practice trials without BF. Specifically, trunk stability and stepping accuracy were consistently better in trials with BF than in trials without BF. These results suggest that UVL subjects were able to effectively use BF to improve their performance during tandem gait, consistent with previous studies with other, less dynamic tasks such as stance [18,34]. Furthermore, this improved performance occurred at the start of the very first trials with the BF device and did not require a period of practice to be effective. This immediate improvement of postural control with BF is consistent with our previous studies of effects of audio-biofeedback on stance posture in subjects with bilateral vestibular loss and controls [7–9]. The different improvement time frames (immediate with BF and slower without BF) suggest that both BF and training affect motor performance via different, complimentary mechanisms.

During the practice trials in the session with BF, UVL subjects did not increase their relative stability as much as during the practice trials without BF. This result was probably due to the significantly greater stability level induced in the first trial with BF, leaving a smaller potential for additional improvement (i.e. a floor effect). However, the trend of improved stability over time was not significantly different between sessions with and without BF. Further, BF consistently improved the accuracy of the tandem gait performance across practice trials. Specifically, the frequency error was initially larger in trials with BF than in trials without BF although, in the end, the error was significantly lower (Fig. 4D). The higher error in frequency of stepping shown at the beginning of the session with BF may be due to the subjects’ initial inability to pay enough attention to the metronome and the BF at the same time. Over time, however, all subjects could decrease this error to the point that they achieved the
However, this integration of augmented sensory information becomes more automatic with practice over trials. Thus, vibrotactile BF acts similarly to natural sensory feedback in improving dynamic motor performance and not as a method to recalibrate motor performance to improve function after short-term use.

4.3. Short-term retention of motor learning

Immediately after practice, subjects retained their performance improvements achieved by practicing tandem gait without BF in terms of trunk stability and accuracy of foot placement, as shown by the four parameters analyzed in Table 3. This result is further evidence of the extensive potential for motor learning in UVL subjects [3,30]. Only limited short-term retention effects were evident after practice in the session with BF. Only one out of four parameters, the frequency error, was found to retain significant improvements without BF, after practicing with BF (Table 3). This result may suggest that, immediately after turning the BF device off, subjects retained a higher level of cognitive attention; attention that they then focused upon the only remaining external cue, the metronome beat. As a consequence, they more accurately controlled the frequency of stepping.

Three factors may have limited short-term retention of performance in the other three parameters (COM SD, trunk tilt SD, and ML step width) after practice with BF: 1) the short duration (about 10 minutes) of the practice; 2) the greater number of trials performed without BF (30) than with BF (24) due to the fact that tandem gait without BF was both the task for practicing and for verifying retention of performance; and 3) the experimental protocol was not purposely designed to facilitate transfer and retention of postural performance. To be more effective for retention, the protocol could have alternated trials with BF and without BF so that, at the beginning, trials with BF were more frequent, and then, over time, trials with BF were gradually diminished [27]. Future studies are needed to examine the long-term effects of BF on consolidation and long-term retention of improved balance and gait performance.

4.4. Conclusions

UVL subjects can integrate vibrotactile BF information in their postural control to effectively improve stability and performance accuracy during tandem gait. This improvement occurs as soon as the BF device is turned on and does not require a period of practice. However, this integration of augmented sensory information becomes more automatic with practice over trials. Thus, vibrotactile BF acts similarly to natural sensory feedback in improving dynamic motor performance and not as a method to recalibrate motor performance to improve function after short-term use.
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